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Recommended Dell Laptop + Docking Monitor Shippensburg University 
 

** To purchase, please contact Jamie Rhine (x1260 or jtrhin@ship.edu) for a quote **  

 

To meet the demands of a more mobile workforce, Technology Services is now recommending that departments 

consider purchasing a laptop + docking monitor instead of desktop computers. Not only is this more economical 

than purchasing a desktop and laptop computer separately, but it allows for greater flexibility with remote work, 

on campus meetings, and any other on-the-go needs. 

When the laptop is on the desk and connected via a single USB-C cable, it works exactly like a desktop computer.  

You have the flexibility to work with a full-size keyboard and mouse, webcam, speakers (built into monitor), and 

any other traditional accessories.  When needed on the go, simply unplug the USB-C cable and take the laptop 

with you.  All your active running programs and software is available as it was when the computer was “docked”. 

** Note that this setup supports two monitors, in addition to the laptop screen, whenever docked.  See 

example below.  The laptop’s display can be used as a third screen if desired, or can be closed when docked. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Itemized list (w/ Dell Latitude 5440): 

Dell Latitude 5440 $1,114 

Dell 24-inch Video Conferencing Monitor $322 

Dell P2423H 24-inch secondary monitor 
(optional; you can also re-use an existing monitor 
or only utilize a single screen) 

$179 

Dell KM5221W Pro Wireless Keyboard & Mouse $44 

TOTAL $1,659 
 

Itemized List (w/ Dell Latitude 5540): 

Dell Latitude 5540 $1,181 

Dell 24-inch Video Conferencing Monitor $322 

Dell P2423H 24-inch secondary monitor 
(optional; you can also re-use an existing monitor 
or only utilize a single screen) 

$179 

Dell KM5221W Pro Wireless Keyboard & Mouse $44 

TOTAL $1,726 
 

 

** To purchase one of the laptop + monitor dock packages, please contact 

Jamie Rhine (jtrhin@ship.edu) in Technology Services for a quote. 
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Available PC Accessories 

 

Additional Monitor 
All Dell OptiPlex PCs are capable of supporting an additional monitor for dual displays. 

 

Dell C2422HE 24-inch Video Conferencing Monitor 
(includes webcam + speakers) - $322 
with 3-year warranty 
 

 

     

 

 
Dell P2422H 24-inch Widescreen Monitor - $179 
with 3-year warranty 
 

 

 
 

Dell P2722H 27-inch Widescreen Monitor - $220 
with 3-year warranty 
 

 
 

Dell External USB Slim DVD+/-RW Drive - $37 
For the Dell models 

 

 

 

** For any accessories that are not listed in the Dell Catalog in SourcePoint, please contact Jamie Rhine 

(jtrhin@ship.edu) in Technology Services for a quote. 
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